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Title: You Are a Supermom
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SYNOPSIS
You Are a Supermom helps stressed-out, exhausted mothers who feel the pressure to
sacrifice their own health and happiness learn how to achieve balance; so that they,
along with their families, can allow themselves to thrive. Author Gina Fontaine identifies
the five most common “mom myths” that put unrealistic pressure on moms, which force
moms to strive for unattainable perfection. Gina then gives them the tools to bust through
these myths, so that they can once again prioritize themselves and be the happy, healthy,
thriving people they were meant to be.
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SUMMARY
YOU ARE A SUPERMOM
5 Ways to Reclaim Your
Superpower and Thrive as a Mom
Every mom can relate to feelings of overwhelm,
exhaustion, and fear of failure. But very few realize it
doesn’t have to be that way. Not only can you survive, but
you can actually thrive as a mother, a woman, and a
happy and healthy person.
Gina Fontaine tried to do everything right. She sacrificed
her time, her health, and her happiness for her family. But
in the blink of an eye, she found herself divorced, with
rebellious kids that pushed back at every turn; to the point
where she had to call the cops on her own son. Like so
many other moms, she was pushed to the point of
breaking and knew there had to be a better way.
So Gina embarked on a journey to find that ever-elusive
balance of being happy, healthy, and a great mother. She
discovered five core “myths” to motherhood that nearly
every mom falls for, yet are the very misconceptions that
keep mothers from thriving. In this life-changing book,
Gina outlines these five myths and gives you tools to
negotiate them; allowing moms everywhere to finally
thrive and be the very best version of themselves.
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EXCERPT

EXCERPT
YOU ARE A SUPERMOM

5 Ways to Reclaim Your Superpower and
Thrive as a Mom
I Am Safe, Secure, Supported, Valued, and Loved

I used to walk the 1.5-mile loop by my house reciting this mantra: I am safe, secure, supported,
valued, and loved. With little money to provide for my kids and even less moral and emotional
support, I had to tell myself that it was all going to be okay. I felt like a farce convincing myself of the
truth of this mantra. And yet I completely felt the Universe reaching out to support me in ways I
never could have imagined.
Allow yourself to GROW, get big and expand. The Universe will fill the space in ways you never
planned.
My coach, David, had given me metaphors to shift my way of being. In the beginning, I was the
Fiery Volcano. I was compressed and stressed and spouted off with no warning. I tended to burn
everything down in my path due to the limiting beliefs I unknowingly imposed upon myself. The
new way was The Open Field. One of my assignments was to get outside daily and step into an
open field to broaden my perspective. I came to understand that, like harmony, abundance is an
inside job. Thoughts create things. They form a framework for expectation and those expectations
influence our language and ultimately the choices we make. If I expect abundance, then I will begin
to notice the abundance of trees and birds and smiling faces. Those experiences that bring me joy
will connect me to the possibility of attracting even more abundance in the form of perhaps,
relationships or money. This principle is based on the Law of Attraction, which tells us that our
thoughts and feelings powerfully shape our life experiences.
When I left my husband, I also lost the steady source of his income. I had little income for three
months, while I waited for the court to mandate child support. The generosity of friends, family, and
supporters at every turn humbled me. I felt shame for accepting public assistance and food-bank
donations, but in looking back, I am grateful I had that help.
How could I, Gina Fontaine -- the high-achieving, Father Sahm award-winning, Best Female Student
Athlete at Immaculate Heart Of Mary School who graduated second in her class from high school
and then gained acceptance into Boston University’s five-year bachelor’s/master’s degree physical
therapy program -- end up in this poverty?
WWW.GINAFONTAINE.COM
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Gina realized she is a Supermom while writing this
book. Having raised a child who fell short in terms of
societal standards, Gina felt she had failed as a mother.
However, through the process of writing, she
discovered that how she handled herself through the
challenges was evidence of her superpower to thrive
in the face of adversity. She became a single mom of
three kids after her divorce and learned to let go of her
“mom-who-does-it-all” persona. Just as importantly,
she learned to embrace the fact that she has many
other marvelous facets in addition to being a mom.
Daughter. Sister. Friend. Lover. Nature enthusiast.
Peace seeker. Voracious learner. Lover of life.
As a personal trainer and women’s wellness coach, Gina is a master of body mechanics and muscles.
Her expertise in isolating muscles that are not functioning optimally allows her to reprogram their
movements for healthy living. Dozens of women who have worked with her have claimed feeling more
confident and at ease in their body, so they can enjoy exercise again. She specializes in pain relief and
structural alignment and helps restore function and vigor to aging bodies. Gina encourages her training
clients to move intuitively rather than force themselves to exercise; and once her clients gain Gina’s
tools and masterful approach to body awareness, they have the confidence to move in ways they never
have before.
As a master of finding joy in movement, Gina believes the
body is a playground to enjoy. Teaching yoga with live music
and Tribal Beat, a meditative dance experience that she
invented, unleashes her inner hippie. Her goal is to place a
drum in the hands of as many women as possible, to show
them the power of rhythm for stress relief and connecting with
the heart. She loves camping near mountain streams and
hiking amidst the summer wildflowers.
She’s had a lifelong passion for tennis, spawned by her
mother who took up tennis when she was pregnant with Gina.
She aspires to be a top 10 USTA-ranked player in the “50 plus”
category in Colorado. You will often find Gina walking her
dogs in the park, throwing a baseball or football with her
sons, or baking with her daughter. Above all
else, Gina has learned to prioritize doing
whatever makes her happy.

WWW.GINAFONTAINE.COM
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TESTIMONIALS
YOU ARE A SUPERMOM
TAHVERLEE

MARTA SPIRK

S O C I A L

E M P O W E R M E N T

I M P A C T

C O A C H

E N T R E P R E N E U R

You Are a Supermom , part memoir, part
myth buster, is a refreshing read about
shedding the layers of perfection. Gina’s
vulnerability
addresses
the
pressures
parents face and the road bumps we all
experience in life and parenthood. She
weaves real-life solutions on the power of
standing in your truth, bursting through
patterns, and broadening your perspective
through self-reflection and grace into every
aspect of her writing.

Gina’s vulnerability and willingness to
share her struggles is so refreshing. While
reading the book, I felt like I was sitting
with a dear friend who was baring her soul
in a way that only friends can. I now see
that by allowing myself to prioritize my
own health, spirit, and passions as much
as those of my family, I am modeling a
healthy way of living in abundance and
happiness instead of lack and sacrifice.

CYNTHIA
GARDNER O'NEILL

ELLE INGALLS
H I G H

P E R F O R M A N C E

R A P I D

C O A C H

R E C O V E R Y

C O A C H

In this powerful parenting book, Gina
Fontaine is raw, real, and relatable, sharing
strategies and stories most moms would try
to keep hidden for generations. There is no
pretension here, and the ways she offers
you a look at your role as a parent through
good times and through hardships will give
you insights you'll use for years to come.

In her raw transparency, naked truth and
bearing her burdens to become greater
blessings, she has found a way to inspire
and motivate. Gina shines her light and
guides you out of the darkness into the
light to be the Supermom you already are.
Thank you, Gina on behalf of mothers
everywhere!

WWW.GINAFONTAINE.COM
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AUTHOR GINA FONTAINE
LIST OF 10 Q&A QUESTIONS
What made you want to write this book?
What’s the story behind the title, "You Are a Supermom"?
Explain what you think makes someone an “empowered” mom.
Is there one Mom Myth that particularly resonates with you?
What is one thing you wish you could tell all moms?
How can this book help moms?
What was the most challenging part of writing this book?
What is one thing you wish someone had told you about motherhood?
What do you feel needs to be changed in society to make moms feel more
empowered?
What role has your spirituality played in how you parent
your children?

WWW.GINAFONTAINE.COM
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Dear Post-Pandemic Moms:
Here’s How to Put yourself First and Learn How to Thrive

Book Launch and Signing Designed to Help Moms be Happy and Healthy
Denver, Colorado
Author Gina Fontaine will release her new book, You Are a Supermom, on September 21, 2021 at a launch
party open to the public. As a divorcee, a single mom of three teens, and a business owner, Gina knows firsthand the challenges that many moms face while trying to “do it all.”
Through her own personal stories that share her fears of inadequacy, struggles to keep up with constant
demands, and the ever-present feeling of failure, Gina Fontaine helps readers transition from feeling like
stressed-out servants to feeling empowered to flourish. She does this by dispelling the five main “mom
myths” that most mothers believe they have to adhere to, but in reality are nearly impossible to sustain and
only add to the overwhelming pressure and perception of perfection.
Readers will be reminded that the very act of being mom makes them a superhero; and that they should
never underestimate their superpower, or allow these myths to make them feel inferior any longer.
“I now see that by allowing myself to prioritize my own health, spirit, and passions as much as those of my
family, I am modeling a healthy way of living in abundance and happiness instead of lack and sacrifice.”
~ Marta Spirk, Empowerment Coach & Marketing Strategist
The book launch will be held on September 21, 2021 at the Blackbird Public House between 5:00pm and
7:00pm. The event is open to the public; there will be refreshments, live entertainment, free chair massages,
and give-aways.
Learn more at www.ginafontaine.com. The book will be available on Amazon and Barnes & Noble.
ABOUT GINA FONTAINE
Author Gina Fontaine is a personal trainer and women’s wellness coach, and has built a career helping
women use movement to achieve optimal health. Now Gina has expanded her focus from physical health to
include emotional and spiritual health as well; helping moms find a healthy, happy life balance through a
realistic, sustainable approach to motherhood. She lives with her three children in Denver, Colorado, where
she continues to train and coach moms and give them the tools to thrive.
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CONTACT
INFORMATION

WEBSITE: GINAFONTAINE.COM
EMAIL: GINA@GINAFONTAINE.COM

LINKEDIN.COM/IN/GINA-FONTAINE-CPT-95405920/

YOUTUBE.COM/CHANNEL/UCUWRKZZ3ILR_FYGEUTPZD2A
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